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‣ intuitive   

Map existing communication 

channels between 

participants, responsible persons and their 

tasks intuitively   
  

‣ effective   

Route and version  
Microsoft Excel® files 

automatically automatically   

‣ up-to-date   

Evaluate Microsoft Excel® 

form data and business  
performance graphically 

in real time   
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AristaFlow Spreadsheet Router  
 

The AristaFlow Spreadsheet Router enables you to perform your existing Excel communication easier and more 

efficient. The Excel files previously exchanged via e-mail or network drivers can be exchanged between the 

participants by the help of the Spreadsheet Router. Operations can be tracked and the data and the contained 

data can be evaluated. Your processes become more transparent, efficient and effective. 

      

  

Mapping and optimizing Microsoft Excel® communication 

With our intuitive Spreadsheet Router you can map graphically and control your existing communication 

channels actively without process know-how. Easy-to-use interfaces help you to define procedures and 

responsibilities, to assign tasks to process participants and to create input masks based on your existing 

Microsoft Excel® files.  

 

Everything at a glance 

As a process participant you can see at a glance which tasks need to be completed today, tomorrow and next 

week. If a Microsoft Excel® file is edited by several participants, you can see the current and all editors involved 

in the process.  

 

Editing Microsoft Excel® files made easy 

By processing your tasks, you can open the Microsoft Excel® file directly from your workflow client or Microsoft 

Outlook®, edit and when you're done, save and close everything. Saving and uploading the new data is 

automatically done for you.  

 

Graphic evaluation of your data resources 

You can evaluate and plot any information from one or various Microsoft Excel® files using a variety of 

professional diagrams. In addition, you can display statistics about running processes in your department to 

identify bottlenecks and eliminate them early.  
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Modules and prices  
 

The modules of the Spreadsheet Router can be licensed and operated in two ways: Software as a Service (SaaS 

in the Cloud) or on-premises (on-site). With the SaaS option, your Spreadsheet Router instance is operated in the 

cloud and made available to you via a corresponding company-specific access. In the on-premises option, we 

provide you with a virtual machine (VM), which you can then operate on your own server. The functionality of 

the Spreadsheet Router is identical in both license models. 

The Licensing happens via a rental model with monthly billing and depending on the number of users.  

Basic modules  

The Spreadsheet Router´s basic modules include everything you need for a successful implementation and stable 

operation of your Excel business processes. These include the Spreadsheet Router Server and the Spreadsheet 

Router Clients.  

AristaFlow Spreadsheet Router Server  
The Spreadsheet Router Server is the central component of the Spreadsheet Router. 

The Server provides the whole functionality needed for operation. It handles everything related to Excel template 

management, authentication, user management, data management and process control.  

 

Functions at a glance      

Management of spreadsheet templates   

Administration and versioning of Excel communication paths (Workflows)   

Administration of users and permissions   

Execution and routing of workflows   

Automatic task assignment    

Administration of workflow and technical Excel data    

  

AristaFlow Spreadsheet Router Client  
For participants involved in an Excel workflow, the Spreadsheet Router Client is the graphical interface to 

AristaFlow`s process world. In the Spreadsheet Router Client you can see at a glance which tasks are currently 

pending for you, their deadlines and the urgency you have to deal with them.   

Via double-click on a task you can start it and edit the corresponding Excel document. The saving of intermediate 

results is possible at any time. You can track the current state of your Excel workflow in real time using a graphical 

workflow model. An administrative area allows you to manage users and create new Excel workflows. Using the 

analysis view, you can create graphical evaluations on the workflow data and make them available to other users 

for viewing.  

The Spreadsheet Router Client is completely web-based and does not require installation on client-side. For 

easier interaction between Excel and the Spreadsheet Router Client, we recommend installing the Excel Add-In 

on client machines.   
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Functions at a glance      

Start and edit tasks   

Real-time monitoring of data and workflows   

Create and maintain users, roles and abilities   

Creation of graphical Excel workflows   

Creation of graphical reports (e.g. bar chart, pie chart, etc.) on the collected data   

Overview of running and completed Excel workflows   

Search and filter collected Excel data   

  

Licensing AristaFlow Spreadsheet Router basic modules  
The Licensing of the on-premises variant (on-site) as well as the Software as a Service (SaaS in the Cloud) variant 

takes place via a rental model with a monthly billing. The licence price depends on the number of users (named 

user). A user is hereby a person for whom an entry is existed in the Spreadsheet Router User Management. This 

entry is made either manually or automatically e.g. via MS Active Directory, LDAP or other user management 

systems (possible at extra charge). 

Users can be added or deleted at any time. Decisive for monthly license costs is the maximum number of 

simultaneous named users in one month. 

The different selling prices for the SaaS (Cloud) and the On-Premises solution are based on the increased 

maintenance and support costs for the On-Premises variant. 

The functionality of the Spreadsheet Router is identical in both license models. 

 

Prices     

On-Premises   SaaS (Cloud)  

 7,50 per user / month 7,00 * per user / month  

* plus hosting 

Additional modules  
With the aid of the basic modules, you can already cover a large number of scenarios. AristaFlow offers additional 

modules of the AristaFlow BPM Suite1 for further process management functionalities. These additional modules 

expand the basic modules of the Spreadsheet Router at any time. Also the Spreadsheet Router can gradually be 

extended by additional functions such as multi-level escalation, system activities for example mail dispatch or 

connectors to third-party systems such as ERP, DMS, CRM, etc.  

Your claims are growing, the Spreadsheet Router is growing too!  

    

                                                                 
1 For more information about additional modules and prices, please abstract to the current AristaFlow BPM Suite price list.  
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Maintenance, advancement und support
 

The on-premises and SaaS rental models include all enhanced versions for free. 

SaaS customers and on-premises customers, who give AristaFlow the option of remote maintenance, receive 

their updates automatically. On-premises customers, who cannot access to the internal system, receive their 

updates by prior arrangement on-site or by an instruction of an internal employee via remote maintenance tool. 

The time required for this will be invoiced to the customer at the hourly rate applicable at the respective time.  

For technical support, contact the Spreadsheet Router Support Portal 24/7. The support cases are processed 

during the normal business hours of AristaFlow GmbH, Monday to Friday from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm, expect on 

public holidays in the state of Bavaria.  

For more information on the terms and conditions of Spreadsheet Router SaaS and on-premises models, see 

the terms of use on our homepage.    
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All prices at a glance   
 

Basic modules      

Designation  On-Premises  SaaS (Cloud)  

AristaFlow Spreadsheet Router basic modules    

AristaFlow Spreadsheet Router Server  

  

incl.  incl.  

AristaFlow Spreadsheet Router Client  

  

7,50 per user/ 

month  
7,00 per user/ 

month 

  
  

Additional modules (BPM Suite Upgrades)      

Designation  On-Premises  SaaS (Cloud)  

AristaFlow BPM Suite Multi Level Escalation    

AristaFlow BPM Suite Multi Level Escalation  
 Licensing is dependent on the number of licensed Spreadsheet Router 

Clients  

2,50 / month  2,00 / month 

AristaFlow BPM Suite Collaboration    

AristaFlow BPM Suite Collaboration  
 Licensing is dependent on the number of licensed Spreadsheet Router 

Clients  

1,25 / month 1,00 / month 

AristaFlow BPM Suite Business Activity Monitoring (Monitor)    

AristaFlow BPM Suite Business Activity Monitoring (Monitor)  
  Licensing is per User des Business Activity Monitors  

25,00 / month 25,00 / month 

AristaFlow BPM Suite Ad-hoc Flex    

AristaFlow BPM Suite Ad-hoc Flex  
 Licensing is dependent on the number of licensed Business Activity 

Monitoring modules  

12,50 / month 12,50 / month 

AristaFlow BPM Suite Microsoft Excel® Export    

AristaFlow BPM Suite Microsoft Excel® Export  
 Licensing is dependent on the number of licensed Spreadsheet Router 

Clients  

0,25 / month 0,25 / month 

AristaFlow BPM Suite User    

AristaFlow BPM Suite User  
 Licensing is dependent on the number of licensed Spreadsheet Router Client 

Named User  

6,25 / month   5,00 / month 

AristaFlow BPM Suite Process Designer Packs (Process Template Editor)    

AristaFlow BPM Suite Process Designer (Process Template Editor)  145,83 / month  145,83 / month 

AristaFlow Business Solutions Process Designer Pack Small Business (Process 

Template Editor) (3, limited)  
175,00 / month 175,00 / month 

AristaFlow BPM Suite Connector     

AristaFlow BPM Suite Connector   
  Licensing is per Connector  

41,67 / month 41,67 / month 
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AristaFlow BPM Suite Connector Framework (Activity Repository Editor)    

AristaFlow BPM Suite Connector Framework (Activity Repository Editor)  208,33 / month 208,33 / month 

AristaFlow BPM Suite LDAP    

AristaFlow BPM Suite LDAP  
 Licensing is dependent on the number of licensed Spreadsheet Router 

Clients  

1,00 / month 1,00 / month 

      

  

Maintenance and support    

On-Premises  SaaS (Cloud)   

included in the monthly license price   included in the monthly license price 

  

    

All prices are in EURO, plus VAT valid at the time of billing. 

The price list is valid from 2019-01-14. All previous price lists lose their validity from this date. 

Changes and errors excepted. 
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